
Another Path Up 
the Mountain

Using Systems Thinking to Look at Staff 
Engagement



Overview of the Journey
0 The Starting Point
0 Why Go There?
0 Reaching a Plateau
0 Watching the Weather
0 Redistributing the Load
0 Sign Posting 

0 Setting up Camp
0 Retracing our Steps
0 Reorienting
0 Exploring new Terrain
0 The View
0 Taking Stock



The Starting Point
0 Staff satisfaction measures in place for a decade 

with a focus on hygiene factors such as pay, working 
conditions and opportunities for challenging work


0 A cost/efficiency effort was initiated during the year 
and the CEO had moved on


0 Highly skilled, achievement oriented, long-tenured  
workforce 

0 Lack of investment in science facilities, and years of 
declining funding for science research

0 5% decline in overall staff satisfaction over the last 
year with a steadily declining overall drop in the last 
2-3 years.



 



LESS 
ENGAGED

MORE 
ENGAGED

Absenteeism (days per 
employee per year)

12.18 
days

3.07 days

Intention to stay for the next 
12 months

24% 
agree

94% agree

Annual staff turnover (%) 13.7% 10.7%

Sales per Employee ($) $287,570 $332,024

Return on Assets (%) 9.65% 19.39%

Why Go There?
The Business Case for Engagement



Reaching the First Plateau
0 Feedback on results of the staff survey in July
0 Interviews to understand the issues
0 Feedback on Interviews in early August

0 Symptoms, symptoms and more symptoms…
0 Call for deeper understanding to rise to the next level



Watching the Weather



Redistributing the Load



Sign-Posting
0 Introduced the concept of Engagement


Cognitive Engagement: 
• I take an active part in what happens in this organisation
× Overall, I would recommend this organisation as a great place to 

work
Emotional Engagement: 
• Overall, I am satisfied with my job
× I feel a sense of commitment to this organisation
Behavioural Engagement: 
× I feel inspired to go the extra mile to help this organisation succeed
• I look for better ways to do my job more effectively



Setting up Camp
0 Aim of the Workshop: To address the underlying 

issues, a follow-on qualitative review of Section 
Managers was conducted (What’s the Real 
Problem). 


0 Outcomes: Results of the survey in combination 
with results from “What’s the Real Problem” were 
used to understand underlying issues and ‘levers’ of 
intervention for improvement.



Retracing Our Steps
Workshop: introduction to systems thinking 
0 - Distinguishing between Events, attitudes and Mental Models


0 Using the 5 Why’s to separate symptoms from causes 
Example…


Lack of confidence in what the organisation is trying to 
accomplish. Why not? (W1)
0 R1:  Financial systems don’t work for people (statement) 


0 Why don’t they work for people? (W2)
0 R1: Don’t understand how to use them (statement) - 

behavioural
0 R2: Don’t believe what they tell me (statement) – mental 

model
0 R3: Don’t trust the people who design them (statement) - 

attitude
0 R4: Don’t believe in finance approach to management 

(statement) – mental model



Reorienting 
0 Review of coded staff comments as engagement variables -

Look at the top 16 – Are there qualities they have in 
common? 


0 Generating four questions for 5 Whys: 
0 Why do staff feel they don’t have job security?
0 Why do staff feel they don’t have opportunities for input?
0 Why do staff think decision making could be improved?
0 Why do staff lack confidence in management’s ability to develop 

strategy?


0 System Model Building in Two Groups 



Retracing Our Steps

0 Using the 
5 Why’s to 
separate 
symptoms 
from 
causes



Retracing Our Steps

0 Using the 
5 Why’s to 
separate 
symptoms 
from 
causes



Exploring new Terrain
Group Model Building
0  ‘What are the factors that influence staff satisfaction?’
0  Variables identified in the root cause analysis were used 

as base-line input 
0 Aim was to move away from isolated events to looking at 

the wider system 
0 Outcomes show the relationships between independent 

events to identify points of focus for shifting dynamics of a 
‘system’ of behaviour.  

    
  The whole is more than the sum of its parts...”
             - Aristotle



Factors that Influence Staff Satisfaction

Sense of 
Common 
Purpose in 
the Org

Belonging

Contribution 
Valued

Belief in 
the Org

Contribution to 
Success of 
Org

Personal
Achievement

Career 
Progression

Fair pay

Fun

Non-
Financial 
Rewards

Confidence in 
Leadership

Two-way 
Consultation

Take Opps 
for Input

Being 
Listened to

Transparent 
Decision 
Making

Clear 
Strategy

Revenue

Job Security

Profitability

R

R

Caring 
Environment

R

Organisational Loop

Group Engagement Loop

Strategic Loop

Individual Satisfaction Loop



FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE 
STAFF SATISFACTION AT 
AGRESEARCH

(a) Staff 
retention

(b) Staff 
recruitment

(c) Talented Staff

(d) Job 
security

(e) Staff training

(f) Change 
Management

(j) Good 
Manager

(h) Financial 
sustainability/
strength/ 
performance

(g) External 
Investment

(i) Winning 
funding

(m) Stakeholder 
satisfaction/ 
customer feedback

(n) 
Successful 
Organisation

(o) Respect/image 
of AgR

(q) Opportunity to 
make an impact on 
pastoral sector

(l) Benefit to NZ

(k) AgR 
achievements / 
High Profile

(t) Workload

(x) Management 
Information

(w) Internal 
systems

(v) Morale

(y) Positive staff 
relationships

(z) Reward 
systems

(u) Fun place to 
work / friendly & 
welcoming

(s) Recognition

(r) Publications / 
Patents / Client reps (p) Innovation

(ae) Flexible 
working conditions

(ak) Facilities

(ad) Leadership
-visionary / effective / 
decision making

(aa) Direction

(ab) Shared strategy 
/ development

(ao) Government

(ac) Policies

(ah) Freedom 
to be left alone

(af) Trust

(ag) Teamwork 
& togetherness

(al) Collaboration

(aj) Listening

(ai) Communication

(an) Accountability 
& responsibility



Taking Stock
0 Executive paper written to capture process 

and outcomes

0 New executive installed and focus quickly 
moved on

0 Systems work with an emphasis on group 
model building continues in the farm-
systems, environmental science and other 
areas


